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SUMMARY 
This research is an attempt to improve the estimation of signals 
received in the process known as seismic reflection prospecting. This 
process has been and still is the most popular and successful technique 
available for determining the structure of the near-surface part of the 
earth's crust, A mapping of the layered structure is obtained by 
exciting acoustic wavelets near the surface of the earth, then observing 
when the wavelets return TO various receiver points on the surface after 
reflection from a layer. 
Once these returning signals have been recorded, a number of means 
are available for improving the clarity of the records. Understanding 
these requires a knowledge of the characteristics of the signals 
received. One of these characteristics is the fact that both signal 
(.primary reflection) and noise (multiple reflection) wavelets spread 
out on a spherical wavefront as they leave their source. Another is 
the multidimensional nature of signals and noise; they are functions 
or t>oth time and space, and also have multidimensional frequency 
spectra. Velocity filtering is a means of improving record clarity 
wnen the spectra of signal, and noise are separated; the records are 
filtered by a multidimensional linear filter which accepts the signal 
spectrum and rejects the noise spectrum. Other filtering techniques 
are available for making the records more intelligible , such as 
deconvolution filtering, a means of sharpening the events on the 
records, and least-squares linear filtering, which can be used for a 
X 
variety of purposes. However, the only means for rejecting multiple 
reflections which has been proved effective is a process known as 
common-depth-point (CDP) stacking, in which the records are shifted and 
summed (or shifted, filtered, and summed) in such a way that primary 
reflections reinforce one another and multiple reflections do not. 
The reason CDP stacking is the only method effective against 
multiples is that it is the only processing method which adapts to the 
changing characteristics of primaries and multiples. These two look 
so very much alike on seismic records that only a very subtle differ-
ence permits separation by stacking. It is known that interval velocity 
increases with depth, therefore, at a given time, a multiple which is 
received at adjacent receiver points exhibits a greater difference in 
arrival time than does a primary which is received at about the same 
time. But this difference in moveout pev traoe means the apparent hori-
zontal velocity of a primary is greater than that of a multiple, if both 
are present at the same time. Consequently, a velocity filter whose 
pass and reject regions change with changing apparent horizontal 
velocity is proposed to continually separate primaries and multiples. 
Such a time-varying velocity filter has been designed and 
implemented on a digital computer. A synthetic seismogram has been 
orocessed to demonstrate the feasibility of the method and to observe 
how much rejection might be obtained. Actual data recorded at a loca-
tion in West Texas has also r>een processed. Both sets of processed 
data exhibit multiple reduction, though the reduction is greater in 
the synthetic example, due to the high-velocity nature of the data 
from West Texas. It is felt that refinement of the filter transfer 
X I 
funct ion and f a s t e r temporal sampling might lead t o even b e t t e r r educ-
t i o n of mu l t i p l e s than t h a t shown. 
The new method presen ted i s unique in two ways. F i r s t , i t i s 
the only technique fo r filtering mu l t i p l e r e f l e c t i o n s which r e q u i r e s no 
knowledge of the l o c a t i o n s or moveouts of the m u l t i p l e s . In a d d i t i o n , 
i t i s the only means of e l i m i n a t i n g m u l t i p l e s which takes p lace on 
such an e a r l y p rocess ing l e v e l ; the output of the t ime-varying f i l t e r 
i s s u i t e d fo r any kind of common-depth-point s t a c k i n g . For these 




The research reported in this thesis is an attempt to improve 
the estimation of seismic signals In the exploration for natural gas 
and oil, More specifically, it is the implementation of a linear 
time-varying system for the purpose of separating desired signal from 
noise in the process known as seismic reflection prospecting. The 
chapters which follow describe the process, aiscuss the data proces-
sing techniques currently used, explain proposed improvements, and 
discuss results obtained using the improved method. 
In Chapter II the purpose of seismic reflection prospecting is 
explained and the way the process is carried out is discussed in 
detail. The principal objective of seismic reflection prospecting 
Is to obtain an accurate "picture" of the earth's subsurface without 
actually drilling a hole. The chapter describes how this is accom-
plished. As in the classic radar problem, a signal source injects 
energy into a channel, and erergy reflected from discontinuities in 
this channel is received at or near the source. Though the seismic 
and radar problems appear to be quite similar, they are, in fact, 
basically different in a number of respects. 
The object of Chapter III is to place the problem in the proper 
theoretical framework, and to acquaint the reader with the point of 
view used by practicing exploration geophysicists. First, the physical 
7 
properties of the waves generated and the media through which they travel 
are considered. Later these signals are viewed in the context of com-
munication theory; the concept of multidimensional signals and spectra 
is introduced. 
In Chapter IV some of the processing techniques currently used 
in the exploration industry are examined. These include several sub-
optimum filtering and "stacking" operations, namely velocity filtering, 
deconvoiution filtering, normal moveout corrections, and common depth 
point stacking. By "stacking" one means any process whereby the data 
are shifted and summed in such a way that desired signals are rein-
forced and noise is cancelled. Also discussed are some applications of 
optimum least-squares filtering and processing techniques. 
In Chapter V a closer look is taken at some of the assumptions 
required to make the techniques discussed in Chapter IV work success-
fully, For instance, the assumption that seismic signal and noise are 
uncorrelated is considered more closely. This is one of the basic 
requirements for all optimum processing methods considered in Chapter 
IV. 
After presenting shortcomings of methods currently used, a new 
processing system is proposed in Chapter VI. The new method would 
take advantage of the changing characteristics of signal and noise. 
Whereas most systems currently used remain fixed throughout the course 
of processing, the proposed system would change as it processed in 
order to meet the changing appearance of signal and noise. 
Results of the research are presented in Chapter VII. Synthetic 
data as well as actual field data are used, and both unprocessed and 
3 
conventionally processed traces are compared to traces processed using 
the proposed method. 




SEISMIC REFLECTION PROSPECTING 
Seismic reflection prospecting is an attempt to determine the 
subsurface characteristics of the earth. The portion of the earth's 
crust located within a few miles of the surface exists in layers„ 
Boundaries between layers generally are almost parallel to the surface 
and are very sharply defined. A mapping of this subsurface structure, 
that is, a knowledge of the locations of the boundaries between layers, 
is invaluable when trying to decide whether to drill for oil. It is 
the objective of seismic reflection prospecting to obtain such a map. 
Present methods for obtaining this map are described below; first an 
overall description is given in a very qualitative manner, after which 
each part of the seismic reflection process Is described in detail. 
Acoustic energy delivered by a source at or near the surface of 
the earth is transmitted Into the ground. When the propagating energy 
is Incident on a discontinuity in the composition of the earth, a 
portion of that energy must be reflected in order to satisfy certain 
fundamental boundary conditions imposed by the physics of the problem. 
The reflected energy returning to the surface is observed, with the 
time cf arrival giving a relative indication of the depth of the dis-
continuity. Repeating the process over a large area hopefully yields 
sufficient data to map the subsurface, presuming the data is properly 
processed. 
5 
Consider Figure 1. The acoustic energy is generated by a source 
at the point shown. Two kinds of sources are used: explosive sources 
and vibratory sources. The explosive method requires drilling a "shot-
hole" 25 to 250 feet deep, loading dynamite into the hole, and detonating 
the charge. In the vibratory methods, known by such trade names as 
Vibroseis, Dinoseis, and Thumper, a weight is dropped, beat, or 
rolled against the ground for several seconds by a truck-borne unit. 
The "signal" which is vibrated into the earth is usually carried on 
tape in the truck; a "chirp" (linearly frequency-modulated pulse) is 
widely used. Before the data are processed the received signals are 
correlated with the transmitted waveform. Such a waveform and its 
autocorrelation function are shown in Figure 2. The explosive method 
generally permits sounding to greater depths, while the vibratory 
techniques are safer, more convenient, and seem to offer greater 
promise for the future. 
The acoustic energy which is directed into the earth is in the 
form of longitudinal waves. The signal excited by a dynamite explosion 
is a spike of a very large amplitude and short duration; hence it has 
a very large bandwidth initially. Due to the attenuating properties of 
the earth, however, most of the high frequency components are absorbed 
in a short distance, and the propagating signal looks very much like 
the correlation function in Figure 2. The absorption mechanism also 
Trademark of Continental Oil Company. 
Trademark of Sinclair Research. 





Figure 1. The E x c i t a t i o n , Re f l ec t i on , and Detect ion of Seismic Waves 
7 
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Figure 2. A "Chirp" Signal and its Autocorrelation Function 
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ac t s to damp the h igher f requencies i n the " c h i r p " s i g n a l sen t out by 
a v i b r a t o r ; t he c r o s s c o r r e l a t i o n funct ion between the " c h i r p " and an 
a t t enua ted " c h i r p , " though, i s s t i l l very much l i k e t h a t shown in 
Figure 2. This wave packe t , in t h i s case the r e s u l t of c o r r e l a t i n g 
t r a n s m i t t e d and rece ived s i g n a l s , i s c a l l e d a wavelet. 
After r e f l e c t i o n (poss ib ly more than once) in the subsu r face , 
wavelets which r e t u r n t o the e a r t h ' s sur face are de t ec t ed by acous t i c 
sensors c a l l e d geophones. These geophones, which come in a v a r i e t y of 
1 forms, respond only t o the v e r t i c a l component of the e a r t h ' s motion. 
_ o 
They can detect earth movements as small as 10 inches . The individual 
geophones are part of a group: the groups are arranged in a one-
dimensional array on the surface as shown in Figure 3. Figure 3 is a 
diagram of the source-receiver geometry of Figure 1 as seen from above. 
A typical array consists of from 12 to 24 groups, each group containing 
up to 100 geophones. Within a group the geophones fall into no par-
ticular framework, other than one from which it is easy to record. 
Generally, the outputs from the individual geophones are summed, and 
the resultant "trace" is recorded digitally on magnetic tape. Thus, 
for a single "shot" (explosive method) or "sweep" (vibratory method) 
there will be 24 individual records, or traces. The source and 
receiving array must be moved over a large area, and the process 
repeated at each location, in order to provide an adequate mapping of 
the near subsurface of the earth. 
Once the data have been recorded in the field, it is taken to 
the laboratory where filtering and other processing methods are applied 
Geophone Group #1 
Geophone Group #24 
Source Receiver Array 
l i 




Figure 3. Seismic Transmitter-Receiver Geometry 
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to it. In addition, moveout corrections must be applied to the data 
at some stage. This may best be understood by considering Figure 4. 
In most cases the received signal has traveled a raypath to the receiver 
like that shown, i.e., a path other than the vertical. But it is the 
reflection from the point P which has been recorded, and it is essential 
for clarity's sake that the source point, receiver point, and reflection 
point all appear to lie on the same vertical line. Correcting for move-
out is a process of "shrinking" the record so that this appearance is 
effected. It will be discussed in detail later. 
Once the data have been recorded and then processed, some means 
must be used to extract the desired information from it. There is cur-
rently no automatic reflection-picking technique which is as effective 
at seismogram interpretation as a trained geophysicist. Hence, at this 
time the ultimate decision on whether or not to drill for oil is made 
by an individual who has subjectively interpreted a visual display. 
Three modes of display are used more than any other: the wiggle trace3 
variable area^ and variable density displays, A wiggle trace is shown 
in Figure 5. It Is simply a line plot of a number of traces, or records, 
as functions of time. Increasing record time is plotted down the paper, 
with distance from shotpoint plotted across the paper. The root of the 
name wiggle trace is obvious from the figure. The variable area pre-
sentation is formed by merely darkening the area under the wiggle trace 
when its amplitude exceeds a certain threshold. Figure 6 illustrates 
this method of display. Finally, a variable density display is prepared 
by generating a narrow strip of constant width down the plot; the strip 
is dark at times when signal amplitude is large, and light when the 
11 
Source and Receiver 
Source Locations after Moveout Corrections Receiver 
Figure 4. Correcting for Normal Moveout 
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Figure 5. A Wiggle Trace Display 
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Figure 6. A Variable Area Display 
oo 
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amplitude is small. Of course, shades of gray in between are also 
generated. Such a presentation is shown in Figure 7. The variable 
area and variable density are the more commonly used displays in 
seismic analysis. 





CHARACTERISTICS OF SEISMIC SIGNALS 
Although seismic reflection prospecting was begun about 1920, 
and though it immediately became the most powerful and popular explora-
tion tool, many years passed before geophysicists began to understand 
the characteristics of the signals which they generated. However, a 
combination of (1) the increasing difficulty of finding oil in the 
traditionally abundant areas of Oklahoma and Texas, (2) an influx of 
young men with fresh points of view into the industry, and (3) a new 
technology which produced computers, digital recording, etc., has 
completely revamped reflection prospecting. The characteristics of 
seismic signals are now better understood, though there is still much 
to be learned„ 
In this chapter some of the characteristics of seismic signals 
and noise are presented, first from a wave propagation outlook, then 
from a communication theory point of view. The two viewpoints taken 
together lend insight into the problem, 
Seismic Wave Propagation 
There are many kinds of seismic waves which can be excited; 
those which one wants to detect, which travel to the subsurface layers, 
are longitudinal 3 or compressional, waves. Their velocity may range 
from as low as 2000 feet per second in clay near the surface, to as 
high as 20,000 feet per second in some kinds of limestone. This true 
±7 
phase velocity of a medium, often called the interval velocity, usually 
increases with increasing depth. This increase, of course, is by no 
means a rule. 
In both vibrator and explosive excitation methods, the source is 
approximately a point source. Hence the disturbance diverges as if on 
the surface of an expanding sphere. As these spherical wavelets spread 
out from their source, their energy is distributed over an area which 
increases as the square of the raypath distance from this source. Now 
consider the situation shown in Figure 8. A spherical wavelet is 
excited at the surface, travels to point P on a subsurface layer at 
depth d, and then returns to a detector location on the surface. A con-
venient and often illuminating way to represent this event is as a 
spherical wavelet, excited at a depth of 2d, which travels through the 
same medium as that traveled by the actual wavelet. This "image" wave-
let is illustrated with dashed lines. Thus it would appear that the 
energy detected is directly proportional to the energy put into the 
earth and inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the 
image source to the detector location. However, this does not account 
for the energy absorption mechanism of the earth, in which acoustic 
energy is converted to heat through frictional dissipation. This loss 
can be included in the model by an exponential attenuation factor, 
—ctr 
e ' , where a is an attenuation constant and r is the distance between 
the image source and the detector. Thus the energy received at a 






Figure 8. The Propagation of Spherical Wavelets 
19 
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In addition to losses due to attenuation and spherical divergence, the 
traveling wavelet also loses energy through reflection. Each time the 
signal is transmitted through an interface,part of its total energy is 
reflected. 
One can see that received signal strength decreases greatly as 
a function of record time. A reflection from a layer at a depth of 
3000 feet may be more than 20 db weaker than a reflection from a layer 
at 1000 feet. In an attempt to offset this, one commonly applies a 
gain which increases with time to each recorded trace. However, when 
the signal strength has decreased to a point where it is comparable to 
or less than the background noise, further equalization is not prac-
ticable . 
In discussing the propagation of spherical waves, the distance 
from the source to the observation point is often so great that in a 
localized area about the point the disturbance is approximately a plane 
waveo In the detection and propagation of electromagnetic spherical 
waves, this approximation is made quite often. To a lesser extent it 
is used in the seismic problem, though it certainly does not apply to 
reflections from shallow layers. It is more easily justified when the 
signals received are reflected from deep layers. 
The straight-raypath approximation Is a method of viewing wave-
let reflection which is used almost universally by researchers in this 
field. Consider the situation depicted in Figure 9. Ray A shows the 
Source 
= 5000 ' / s ec 
Ve loc i ty 
= 10 ,000 ' / s ec 
Raypath A 




path a wavelet would actually follow from the source to the second sub-
surface interface and up to the receiver. Since the interval velocity 
of the second layer is greater than that of the first, the ray is bent 
away from the normal to the interface. 
The substitution of ray B for ray A is an attempt to make one 
"average" layer from the two actual layers. The average layer has the 
thickness of the two layers combined (7000 feet in this case), and an 
interval velocity which is a weighted average of the interval velocities 
of the two true layers. Since one now has a single layer, the ray B 
propagates straight to the point P, then straight up to the receiver. 
The interval velocity of the new ''layer" is determined by simply divid-
ing twice the depth to the second interface by the actual time it would 
take a wavelet to propagate vertically through the first two layers ana 
oacK to the surface. For tne example aDove, one calculates this average 
interval velocity (generally called just the average velocity) as 
follows: 
v = ~ 
ave T 
o 
__ 2 * 7000 ft  
o . "'2000 ft 5000 ft A 
k-5C0C ft/sec 10,000 ft/sec-1 
- ; i , r\r.n rr : 
j _ H , <J \J \. ... L 
= 1.8 sec 
= 7778 f t / s e c 
22 
where 
z = depth to reflection point. 
T = two-way vertical travel time. 
o J 
The one-layer simplification permits the derivation of a number of 
simple formulas; these are developed in Appendix A. 
Average velocity as a function of depth or record time is an 
idea used most extensively throughout the petroleum exploration field. 
Knowledge of the average velocity profile is required in order to use 
some of the more successful processing techniques. 
Another velocity parameter which is often of great interest is 
the apparent horizontal velocity of a wavelet impinging on a detector 
array. It should be emphasized that this parameter is a characteristic 
of a particular signal, as well as the structure of the earth. Con-
sider the situation shown in Figure 10. The points 1 and 2 represent 
receiver points on the surface of the earth, separated by a distance 
d. The arrow pointing at 2 represents the direction of propagation cf 
a plane wave. Also shown are planes of constant phase normal to the 
direction of propagation. The wave is incident at an angle 0 with 
respect to the surface. 
Assume that the wave impinges on detector point 1 at time t and 
on 2 at time t„. To receivers at these points, not knowing the direc-
tion from which the signal came, the wave appears to propagate at a 
velocity 
v - d - JL 




Planes of Constant Phase 
Figure 10. An Illustration of Apparent Horizontal Velocity 
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It is known, though, that the wave traveled a distance of only d cos 6; 
hence its actual phase velocity was 
_ d cos 6 _ 
V = — — = V • cos 
pha At app 
Thus the apparent horizontal velocity along the axis of the array is 
pha 
app cos 6 
Observe that the apparent horizontal velocity is always greater than the 
actual phase velocity (interval velocity) of the medium, and that it 
becomes infinite as the direction of propagation approaches the 
vertical. 
Thus there are three velocity parameters of interest in the 
seismic problem--interval velocity, average velocity, and apparent 
horizontal velocity. An average velocity profile of the subsurface 
can be obtained if one knows the interval velocities of the layers. 
Then from average velocity information one is able to determine 
apparent horizontal velocity as a function of record time. This last 
will be demonstrated in a later section. 
Seismic Signal and Noise Characteristics 
Before discussing detailed characteristics of seismic signals 
and noise , one is first concerned with defining which disturbances are 
to be called desired signals and which are to be classed as "noise.*1 
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Wavelets which have undergone a single subsurface reflection are 
called primary reflections, or just primaries. These are the signals 
one wishes to detect; once moveout corrections have been made, these 
primaries indicate the relative locations of the subsurface interfaces. 
Typical primaries are shown in Figure 11. Unfortunately, in addition 
to the desired primaries the geophone array receives noise of many 
kinds. This noise can be classified in two groups, ambient, or back-
ground, noise and source-generated noise. Ambient noise may be the 
result of wind, highway traffic, low-flying aircraft, faulty instru-
ments, or anything else not a direct effect of the source. Source-
generated noise is , however, a greater problem in seismic reflection 
prospecting. The most common examples of source-generated noise are 
"first breaks," low-velocity ground roll., and multiple reflections, or 
multiples. First breaks and ground roll are surface waves excited by 
the source, like those waves in the membrane of a drum that has been 
tapped. The phase velocity of first breaks is fairly high, and conse-
quently, as its name implies, this disturbance is usually the first 
event on the record. In contrast, the phase velocity of ground roll is 
very low. In some instances, particularly when using vibratory methods, 
the magnitudes of these surface waves can be the limiting factor on 
receiver performance. However, in most cases multiple reflections are 
a greater problem. A multiple is any wavelet which has been reflected 
more than once. Figure 11 shows two possible multiples. Both are 
surface multiples, which are distinguished from interbed multiples in 
that the latter undergo no surface reflections. The problems caused 












Figure 11. Primary Reflections and Three-Bounce 
Surface Multiple Reflections 
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like primaries, the two often being indistinguishable. 
Figure 7 illustrates how first breaks and ground roll can 
literally "swamp" a set of records. The data were recorded at 15-foot 
intervals over a distance of about 7000 feet; what is shown are the 
output traces after correlation with the waveform which was sent into 
the earth. One can see that ground roll masks any event which might 
lie in the lower left part of the figure. In addition, first breaks 
cover any events which occur early in the record. Very little useful 
information can be derived from a set of traces in this condition. 
Figure 12 shows how simple primary and multiple reflections 
might appear on a record section. These reflections were the result of 
exciting the structure of Figure 13. The first event on the record 
occurs at vertical two-way time T , and is just the primary reflection 
off the first subsurface interface. The second event, at time 2T , is 
the multiple shown in Figure 13. Notice that the use of images, as was 
done earlier in this chapter, permits one to think of the multiple as 
a primary reflection from a layer at a depth of 2d. The interval 
velocity of the image layer is the same as that of the actual layer. 
Though the amplitude of the multiple is in reality equal to or less 
than that of the primary, the multiple looks so very much like a 
primary that only subtle differences in the two permit separation. 
Observe that, in contrast to the linear time-distance relationships 
shown in Figure 7 for the surface waves, the primary and multiple 
reflections lie on curved paths on the record. The linearity of the 
surface wave events is due to the fact that these waves, though 










2T Record Time 
Figure 12. The Appearance of Primary and Mul t ip le 
Ref l ec t ions on a Seismogram 
Primary 










Figure 13. The Generation of the Primary and Multiple Reflections of Figure 12 
ro 
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array. Hence the time difference between events arriving at successive 
receiver points is constant. This is not the case with primaries and 
multiples since the diverging wavelets are obliquely incident on the 
axis of the array. 
The main point to be noted here is that the multiple reflection 
on the record could, in the absence of contradictory information, have 
been generated by the image layer described. In this case, only the 
presence of the primary indicates that the second event is truly a 
multiple. In other situations, to effect separation one is still forced 
to exploit differences in the two which might never be noticed by a 
casual observer. For these reasons, multiple reflections represent the 
major problem in seismic reflection prospecting. 
Since the signals and source-generated noise described above 
exist in the form of waves, they must satisfy some form of the wave 
equation. The general solution to this equation in three spatial 
dimensions is 
s(t;x,y,z) = f t * 2 
V (x,y,z) V (x,y,z) V (x,y,z) 
X y £* 
(3-1) 
The quantities V , V , and V are the apparent phase velocities in the 
x, y, and z directions. The signal of (3-1) is not a function of time 
only, but is a spatial function as well. Communications engineers 
have become quite comfortable using the standard time-frequency trans-
form representation of signals. However, if one is able to record 
signals as functions of space as well as time , it is not illogical to 
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inquire about spatial frequencies present in the signal, just as one is 
often concerned with the temporal frequency content. Thus a four-
dimensional signal spectrum of (3-1) would be 
S(o>;k ,k ,k ) = F{s(t;x,y,z)} (3-2) 
X y Z 
00 -j(wt-k x-k v-k z) 
= / / J / s(t;x,y,z)e ^ dx dy dz dt 
In ( 3 - 2 ) , k , k , and k are the s p a t i a l f r e q u e n c i e s , or wavenumbers. 
Since the geophone group ar ray in se i smic r e f l e c t i o n p rospec t ing l i e s 
along a s i n g l e s p a t i a l a x i s , one can a c t u a l l y sample s i g n a l s in only 
two dimensions--x and t . Thus one i s most i n t e r e s t e d i n the spectrum 
S(co;k ) . 
X 
Addi t iona l i n s i g h t i n t o the u t i l i t y of a two-dimensional spectrum 
can be obta ined from the fol lowing s p e c i a l ca se . Consider an impulsive 
"fence" in frequency-wavenumber (oo-k ) space , as shown in Figure 14. 
X 
Such a f e n c e can be r e p r e s e n t e d as 
S(w;k ) = A(w;k ) • 6 ( w - u k . ) ( 3 - 3 ) 
X X X 
where u is the slope of the fence, 6 is the Dirac delta function, and 
A(ur,k ) is any amplitude function. Taking the double inverse Fourier 
X 
t ransform of (3-3) y i e l d s 
j (wt-k x ) A d k 
s(t;x) = / J S(U;Ve * f - ^ 
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slope = u 
Figure 14. An Impulsive Fence in to-k Space 
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00 j (cut ~k x ) dk 
/ / A(co;k )6(a3-uk )e x 2 E _ ^ S 
; J x x 2TT 2TT 
°° ] co( t - —) , 
r . , co v u doo 
J A(u>; - ) e 5" 
(2TT)^ 
s ( t ; x ) s s . I t - — 
1 u 
( 3 - 4 ) 
One can e a s i l y see t h a t (3-4) i s a s p e c i a l case of (3-1) i n which the 
apparent phase v e l o c i t y in the x - d i r e c t i o n , V ( x , y , z ) , i s a cons tan t u 
Thus s i g n a l s of cons tan t apparent h o r i z o n t a l v e l o c i t y V map i n t o 
po in t s i n the co-k domain which l i e on a l i n e through the o r i g i n with 
s lope V . r x 
For a f u r t h e r i l l u s t r a t i o n of the above i d e a s , cons ider Figure 
15, which i l l u s t r a t e s poss ib l e s i g n a l and noise s p e c t r a in co-k space . 
Applying temporal frequency f i l t e r s in an at tempt t o e x t r a c t the 
des i r ed s i g n a l from t h i s input would have l i m i t e d e f f e c t , s ince the 
s i g n a l and noise have approximately the same temporal frequency con-
t e n t . But a f t e r looking a t the two-dimensional s p e c t r a one sees t h a t 
s epa ra t i on can be achieved with an a p p r o p r i a t e l y designed two-
dimensional f i l t e r . This i s , in f a c t , the b a s i s fo r velocity, or fan, 
2 3 f i l t e r i n g , ' a process descr ibed in d e t a i l in the next chap te r . 
F i n a l l y , the e f f ec t t h a t sampling the t ime-space func t ions has 
on t h e i r s p e c t r a l r e p r e s e n t a t i o n i s cons idered . In the fo l l owing , i t 
i s assumed t h a t a l l sampling i s the r e s u l t of mu l t ip ly ing the funct ion 
t o be sampled by a t r a i n of equa l ly - spaced i d e a l impulses . Though the 
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Signal Spectrum 
Figure 15. Poss ib le Two-Dimensional Seismic 
Signal and Noise Spectra 
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result is developed only for one-dimensional functions and their trans-
forms, the extension to two dimensions is obvious. 
Consider an arbitrary function f(t) with Fourier transform F(oo). 
The sampled version of f(t) is f*(t), and is just 
00 
f*(t) = f(t) - I 6(t-nT) 
— 00 
where T is the distance between samples. Papoulis demonstrates that 
multiplication of two functions, in either domain, is equivalent to 
convolution of their Fourier transforms. Thus, if F*(o)) is the Fourier 
transform of f*(t), then 
00 
F*(u>) = F(u>) © F { I 6(t-nT)} 
.- 00 
where © denotes convolution of the tvro functions. Papoulis also shows 
that the Fourier transform of the function on the right is given by 
00 00 f 
F{ I 6(t-nT)} = Y- I 6L -
— no __ oo V 
T 
-00 
Thus, the Fourier transform of an infinite uniform impulse train is 
another infinite uniform impulse train. The convolution of F(OJ) with 
a shifted impulse 6(o)-koj ) is just the shifted version F(a)-koo ) of c o o 
F(w). Thus 
F*(«) = f I F L - 3p] (3-5) 
_ o o *• • ' 
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This equation describes the at'ias'ing phenomenon. It simply states that 
sampling of a function by impulses in one domain causes the Fourier 
transform to be periodic in the other domain, as described by (3-5). 





Today nearly all techniques for processing seismic data employ 
large-memory, high-speed digital computers. In one sense it is 
logical to divide all processing techniques into two categories—those 
which filter the data and those which do not. Of the filtering methods, 
those which use linear filters are easily the most common. In the 
techniques which use no filtering, the traces are shifted, shrunk, 
multiplied, and added in various ways, but the convolution operation 
associated with linear filtering is not used. 
Another way to classify the processing methods is according to 
whether or not optimum, or least-squares, techniques are used. Norbert 
Wiener devised and popularized optimum linear filtering at M.I.T. in 
the 1940's. In 1954 a geophysicist, E. A. Robinson, published a 
doctoral thesis, "Predictive Decomposition of Time Series with Applica-
tions to Seismic Exploration," at M.I.T. This was the first application 
of the theory of optimum linear filters to the seismic estimation 
problem. 
In this chapter, several suboptimum filtering and processing 
schemes are discussed in some detail. Then a few optimum processing 
schemes are examined, with particular emphasis on assumptions which are 
made in deriving the system. It should be noted that all filters used 
in seismic exploration studies are computer realizations of digital 
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filters. As such one is not concerned with insuring the filters are 
causal, or with the problem of realizing the impulse response function 
by means of physical components like capacitors, resistors, etc. 
Suboptimum Processing 
Velocity Filtering 
At the end of the last chapter it was observed that if seismic 
signal and noise lay in different parts of w-k space, then an appro-
X 
priately designed two-dimensional filter should be able to retain 
signal and reject noise, at least to some degree. This is precisely 
what one attempts when using velocity filtering. The method was 
devised and the work was published almost concurrently by two Frenchmen, 
2 3 
Fail and Grau, and by three Americans.. Embree , Burg, and Backus. It 
has recently been studied by others. ' 
Consider Figure 16. It is first presumed that both signal and 
noise spectra are bandlimited, both in temporal and spatial frequencies, 
and therefore both lie within the dashed rectangle in to-k space which 
is shown. In velocity filtering, as in bandpass filtering, one assumes 
the signal lies in one part of the frequency domain and the noise in 
another; here the desired signal should lie in the shaded area, and the 
noise in any other part of the dashed rectangle. One therefore designs 
a filter in w-k space which has unity response in the shaded area and zero 
response outside. This is a velocity (or fan, or pie-slice) filter. 
Fourier transformation of this frequency response H(w;k ) yields 
h(t;x), the two-dimensional impulse response function. This derivation 
of h(t;x) is performed in Appendix B; the sampled-data, or digital, 




Figure 16. Desired Transfer Function of Veloc i ty F i l t e r 
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h(nT;mX) = _ P 
2 
TT X T 
2 2 n , A _.2 [n - p • ( |m| -0 . 5 )_ 
(-l)ncos{p(|mj-0.5)Tf}-l; (ih-1) 
where p is the parameter defined on Figure 16, and T and X are the 
distances between time and space samples. The reason for assuming the 
signal and noise spectral distributions shown in Figure 16 is the fact 
chat often the apparent horizontal velocities of all primary reflections 
are greater than the apparent horizontal velocity of some of the noise. 
For instance, the apparent horizontal velocity of ground roll is seldom 
more than 3000 feet/second, while that of primary reflections is always 
greater than the interval velocity of the first layer, say 6000 feet/ 
second. The filter in Figure 16 would separate these two. 
There are a number of observations which can be made about i;ie 
implementation of the velocity filter. First, the idea that a spherical 
wavelet has a single apparent horizontal velocity is useful but not 
strictly valid. The direction of the phase velocity vector is a func-
tion of the position of the earth's surface, as shown by Figure 17. 
Consequently, at different locations along the receiver array the move-
cut per trace will vary. The length of the array, the distance of the 
array from the shotpoint, and the depth of the reflection all influence 
new much it varies. The deeper the reflection and the shorter the 
array, the more nearly will the apparent horizontal velocity be constant. 
Moveout per trace—difference in wavelet arrival time at adja• 
cent receiver points. For uniformly spaced arrays it is often used 
instead of apparent horizontal velocity, since moveout per trace is 
just the receiver spacing divided by apparent horizontal velocity. 
I \ \ K 
Image Source 
x , 




Constant Phase Fronts 
Figure 17. The Var i a t i on of the D i r e c t i o n of the Phase Ve loc i ty Vector of 
a Spher ica l Wavelet as a Function of Surface Location 
t=-
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The fact that the apparent horizontal velocity is not constant 
implies that the received spherical wavelet has a spectrum which is not 
an impulsive fence in co-k space, but a surface which perhaps closely 
X 
resembles such a fence. Hence even an ideal filter such as that of 
Figure 16 might not pass a desired wavelet undistorted, and might not 
be able to completely reject undesired wavelets. 
Also to be noted is the aliasing of the transfer function of the 
velocity filter. If the signals are sampled every At seconds in time 
and Ax feet in space, the aliased transfer function is periodic in 
temporal frequency with period 2rr/At and in spatial frequency with 
period 2TT/AX. It is shown in Figure 18. Notice that the signals 
should be sampled at a rate greater than twice the highest frequency 
present in signal or noise; otherwise high-frequency noise might be 
passed by the first aliasing of the filter, when ordinarily it would 
be rejected. 
A topic of considerable interest in both this and other kinds 
of filtering is the effect which truncation has on the ideal charac-
teristic of Figure 16. Since this transfer function H(w;k ) is band-
A. 
limited in both co and k , its Fourier transform, the impulse response 
function h(t;x), cannot be limited along either the time or space axis, 
One is limited practically to using a finite number of samples of 
h(t;x), and consequently one might expect deterioration of the ideal 
characteristic in some way. The exact effect of using a finite number 
of samples point operators is best understood by recognizing that 
truncation is equivalent to multiplication by some kind of gate 
function, i.e., a function which is zero outside certain limits. 
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lk = 2n 
I max Ax 
Figure 18. Aliased Velocity Filter Transfer Function 
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The most common type of gate function is a rectangular gate, which is 
unity inside the limits. As shown by Papoulis, and as illustrated m 
Figure 19 by a rectangular gate, multiplication of two functions in one 
domain is equivalent to convolution of their Fourier transforms in the 
other. Consequently, the truncation problem can be reduced to the fol-
lowing question: What gate function has a Fourier transform which, 
when convolved with the desired filter transfer function, yields the 
best reproduction of the desired transfer function in some sense. The 
problem is discussed again in a later chapter. 
Deconvolution Filtering 
Another kind of suboptimum filtering which is quite popular 
among exploration geophysicists is deconvolution, or inverse, filter-
ing. The basic idea of this processing scheme is illustrated by the 
block diagram of Fig-are 20. A signal x(t), possibly a sharp pulse, 
is put into the earth, which can be represented as a time-invariant 
linear filter with impulse response function b(t). Out of the earth 
filter comes the received signal y(t), which is just the convolution of 
x(t) and b(t). The object of the deconvolution filter is to "undo" 
the effect of the earth in such a way that the output signal is a wave 
form of some predetermined shape d(t). That is, the impulse response 
function a(t) of the inverse filter must be such that 
d(t) - Cx(t) ®b(t)] <D a(t) 
Strictly speaking, the term inverse filtering should be applied only 







Figure 19. Equivalence of Multiplication and Convolution 
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signal d(t) is an impulse, and the term shaping filter may be used when 
d(t) is a wavelet of arbitrary shape. The filter a(t) may be unrealiz-
able (two-sided) since it is a computer realization; however the filter 
b(t) is realizable since the earth cannot anticipate the presence of a 
signal. Since the digital computer is used for the processing, time 
functions like a(t) become series, which are represented as 
(...a ,a ,a ,a ,...) where a is the sample at time t = 2T, and so on. 
7 
The following analysis of deconvolution is taken from Robinson. For 
Q _ 1 O 
further study one should consult the literature. 
Consider the problem of deconvolving the received digital signal 
in such a way that the output series d_ is just a spike at t = 0, i.e., 
d = (...d_2,d_1,do,d:i,d2,... ) - (...0,0,1,0,0,...) 
it is presumed that one knows a "pviovi the signal which is put into the 
earth, and for simplicity let this also be an impulse. Hence the input 
to the deconvolution filter is just the impulse response function of the 
earth, b_ = ( . . .0,0,b ,b ,b0 ,... ). One further must know this impulse 
response, since it would hardly be practical tc deconvolve without 
knowing the effect of convolution. Again for simplicity, assume that 
the series b is of length two and has been normalized, so that the 
input to the inverse filter is (b ,bn ) =(l,k). Thus 
d = a © b 
where t h e symbol © s t a n d s f o r c o n v o l u t i o n . Tak ing z - t r a n s f o r m s 
b o t h s i d e s , 
1 = A(z ) • (1+kz) 
A(z ) -
1 + kz 
= 1 - kz + ( k z ) 2 - ( k z ) 3 + 
Thus, if |k| < 1, one has a stable filter of infinite length with 
operators 
ao = 1 
a l = - k 
a2 = k' 
and so on, with a. = 0 if i < 0. If k > 1, one can expand A(z) 
1 l i s tr 
A ( z ) -
1 + kz 
= ( k z ) -1 - ( k z ) ' 2 t ( k z ) 3 





and so on, with a. = 0 for 1 > 0. 
I 
In most cases one would like the inverse filter to have a 
finite number of sample point operators, even if its output were not a 
duplicate of the desired series, d_. In a final look at deconvolution 
filters, a means of finding a filter of given length, which minimizes 
the mean-square difference between desired and actual outputs, will be 
shown. Let the inverse filter series be two operators long, and again 
let the input to the filter be (l,k) and the desired output be a unit 
spike at the origin. The difference between the desired output series 
d_ and the actual output series c_ is called the error series e . The 
coefficients (a ,a ) are to be chosen in such a way that the energy 
(sum of the squares of the samples) of e is minimized. Following the 
7 
details in Robinson, 
c_ = a_ © b_ 
= (a_,a..) ft (1,1c) 
= (a0,a()k+a1,a1k) 
50 
e - d - c: 
(1,0,0) - (a^a^+a^a^) 
(l-a0,-a0k-a1,-a1k) 
The energy I in this error signal is 
I = (l-aQ)
2 + (-a0
k~ai)2 + ( " a l k ) 2 
= 1 - 2aQ + a
2(l+k2) + 2a a k + a2(l+k2) 
To minimize I with respect to a and a , simply take derivatives with 
respect to each and set these to zero, solving the two resultant equa-
tions for a and a . 
= -2 + 2a„(l+k2) + 2 a k 
3aQ - 0 -




1 + k z -k 
a„ = - a 0 2 4 1 2 4 1 + V. + k 1 + kZ + k 
It can be shown that the minimum error energy is then 
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i . 
m i n i + k2 + K 4 
L). 
as compared to I = k obtained by taking the first two terms (a = 1 
and a = -k) of the infinite series obtained earlier. It is easy to 
see how approximate inverse filters of greater length might be obtained 
by this same procedure. 
Common-Depth-Point Stacking 
The final suboptimum technique to be considered is common-depth-
point (CDP) stacking. The fact that it is considered last should not 
be interpreted as a commentary on its importance. It is the most widely 
used method in the industry today, and the only technique reported to 
date which has been proved effective in reducing multiple reflections. 
Before explaining the CDP method, the subject of normal moveout 
(NMO) corrections should be examined in greater detail. As was pointed 
out in Chapter II, this correction causes each event on the record to 
occur at the time at which it would have occurred had the wavelet 
propagated along a vertical path to the reflection point and back to 
the surface. Consider Figure 21. The traces of Figure 22(a) are 
records from the receiver points 1, 2, and 3 shown in Figure 21, with 
no moveout corrections applied. Once the events have been moveout cor-
rected using the following formula derived in Appendix A, 
< = ^ 2 - 2V 
where 
Source 







Figure 21. Normal Moveout Correction^ for Several Reflections 
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Figure 22. An Event on a Reflection Seismogram 
(a) Before NMO Correction 
(b) After NMO Correction 
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T„ = two-way vertical travel time 
0 
X = shotpoint-receiver distance 
V = average velocity to the interface 
T = actual time of event 
they appear to have been both excited and received at points lf, 2', 
and 3 ' , as shown in Figure 22(b). Of course, the accuracy of the normal 
moveout correction is very much dependent on how accurately one is able 
to estimate the average velocity as a function of record time, or depth. 
And since moveout corrections are eventually applied to nearly all data, 
obtaining this velocity estimate is a subject of prime importance. An 
estimate of average velocity is required in other systems, as well as in 
those employing normal moveout corrections. 
In a word, CDP stacking is correcting the traces for moveout and 
adding them in such a way that primaries reinforce one another and mul-
tiples do not. How this is accomplished can best be understood from the 
example in Figure 23, which is taken from Mayne's original paper on the 
15 
subject. Wavelets are excited at locations 1, 2, and 3 on the sur-
face, and recorded at the points 1', 2', and 3'. Observe that the shot 
and receiver points are spaced symmetrically about the point P, so that 
any primary reflection from a subsurface layer bounces off a point 
directly below P, and all primaries from the same layer are reflected 
from the same point. This geometry of excitation and recording is one 
of the key features of the method; there is no "averaging" effect 
present due to combining events from many subsurface points. Thus the 
distinct features of each bounce are preserved. 
d2 = 8960 ft 
V = 7800 ft/sec 
Primary Reflection Multiple Reflection 




Once the shots at points 1, 2, and 3 have been recorded, they 
might appear as in Figure 24(a). The actual curvatures shown are 
exaggerated somewhat for the purpose of illustration. The reason 
that the multiple reflection exhibits more moveout per trace is that 
average velocity is generally an increasing function of depth (or 
record time). If moveout corrections are now applied to each of the 
traces in the usual way, the result is shown in Figure 24(b). The 
primaries now all occur at 2.30 seconds, while the multiples still 
appear at different times. If the traces are now summed, the ampli-
tude of the resultant primary will be three times as large as it was 
before, while the peak amplitude of a multiple event will be the same 
as it was before. The summed traces of the example are shown in 
Figure 24(c). This primary enhancement is the most attractive feature 
of common-depth-point stacking. 
The advantages offered by the CDP process, namely multiple 
elimination and processing data from a single depth point, are signifi-
cant. Since the basic technique described above was first proposed 
in 1962, there has been considerable effort toward improving and 
refining it. Selected references are given in the Bibliography. 
Optimum Processing 
In its most general, sense, the word optimum as used here means 
any processing method which is derived using the least-mean-square 
error criterion in any way. In this sense, the finite-length decon-
volution filter derived earlier was an optimum filter. In this section, 
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Figure 24. Reflections of Figure 23 (a) Before CDP Stacking, 
(b) After NMO Corrections, and (c) After NMO 
Corrections and Summation 
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Though optimum linear filtering had been a part of communication 
theory for several years, it was not until 1952 that a small group of 
geophysicists at M.I.T. recognized that many of the techniques used by 
communications theorists might be applied to their ov/n seismic problems. 
This group of professors and graduate students, with financial help 
from a number of interested petroleum companies, turned out a great 
deal of research in this area from 1952 through 1957. Though the 
efforts of the group, known as the Geophysical Analysis Group (GAG), 
were not immediately put to use in the exploration industry, there 
can be no doubt that it was they who turned seismic exploration in the 
direction in which it is now moving. 
Robinson's thesis, which was recently published in its entirety 
20 
in a special GAG issue of Geophysics, was the first application of 
optimum filtering and prediction to seismic problems. In his own 
words, the research was an attempt at "coordination of statistical 
methods with knowledge of practical and theoretical seismology." In 
the thesis he reviewed techniques for finding optimum discrete linear 
filters and predictors, and applied these to the problem of seismic 
signal estimation and prediction. His prediction operators actually 
take the form of the deconvolution filters discussed earlier. Rather 
than assuming a wavelet shape, however, he uses a least-squares method 
for estimating this from the seismic trace being used. 
Since the demise of the Geophysical Analysis Group there have 
been a number of attempts to apply least-mean-squares techniques to 
21 
seismic processing. Burg developed the optimum three-dimensional 
linear filter, than applied it to the problem of extracting the micro-
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seismic signals encountered in earthquake seismology from the noise 
22 
p r e s e n t . In the u sua l manner, the development of the l e a s t - s q u a r e s 
f i l t e r r equ i r ed (1) t h a t s i g n a l and no i se be u n c o r r e l a t e d and (2) t h a t 
both s i g n a l and noise be taken from wide-sense s t a t i o n a r y random 
p r o c e s s e s . As in the implementation of any optimum t e c h n i q u e s , 
accura te knowledge of s i g n a l and noise power s p e c t r a ( i n t h i s case 
th ree -d imens iona l ) are r e q u i r e d , and are d i f f i c u l t t o a c t u a l l y measure. 
Mult idimensional l e a s t - s q u a r e s f i l t e r s have a l so been used t o 
23 
eliminate ghost reflections. ' These are signals which have traveled 
from the shotpoint beneath the surface, back to the surface, then back 
to a subsurface layer and up to the detector. They are present only 
when using explosives, since only then is the signal excited below the 
surface. Again, implementation of the linear optimum filter requires 
the assumptions of stationarity and uncorrelatedness, though the authors 
admit that the latter cannot be justified, but must be made for analytical 
convenience. 
19 In a recent paper, least-squares techniques are applied to the 
derivation of stacking filters. These are filters which are used to 
perform the stacking operations described earlier. They attempt to 
provide more rejection of multiples than is available from ordinary 
stacking by filtering the moveout-corrected traces rather than merely 
summing them. Presuming a knowledge of the relative locations of 
primaries and multiples, the optimum techniques are applied in the 
usual manner and incorporate the usual assumptions. 
If the descriptions above seem somewhat cursory, it is partly 
because the details are familiar and partly because optimum filters 
are only optimum if one models the signal and noise processes correctly. 
This last point is among the topics covered in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER V 
OBSERVATIONS ON CURRENTLY USED METHODS 
In this chapter, the effectiveness of the processing methods of 
Chapter IV is considered in detail. Several of these techniques make 
assumptions which are highly dubious; these are discussed,as are strong 
points in each of the schemes. 
Velocity Filtering 
It was demonstrated that, if signal and noise spectra lie in 
separate regions of oo-k space, an appropriately designed velocity 
filter can retain the signal and, to some degree, reject the noise. 
It was also mentioned that ground roll typically has a velocity much 
lower than that of any of the desired primaries, and thus can usually 
be filtered in this manner. A question which now comes to mind is: 
"Can a velocity filter separate primaries and multiples, i.e., is there 
a cutoff velocity such that the horizontal velocities of all primaries 
are greater than this cutoff and those of all multiples are less than 
the cutoff?" It can easily be demonstrated that no such cutoff exists. 
Consider Figure 25. A primary and a multiple from the same interface 
are shown, with the "image" layer for the multiple also included. The 
two wavelets have traveled through the same medium, but are incident 
on the receiver at different angles, 6 and 9 . Since 6 is greater 
p m m 
than 9 , the apparent h o r i z o n t a l v e l o c i t y of the mul t ip l e i s l a r g e r 











Figure 25. Illustration of the Fact that Multiples Can Have Greater 
Apparent Horizontal Velocity than Primaries 
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have a larger apparent horizontal velocity than this multiple, and the 
horizontal velocities of subsequent multiples will be greater than that 
of either primary. Consequently it is impossible for a velocity filter 
like the one described in Chapter IV to achieve separation of primary 
and multiple events. For this reason, velocity filtering is little used 
today, and then only to eliminate ground roll. 
Deccnvolution Filters 
Deconvolution filters are widely used by those who actually 
process data from the field, since the net effect is to "sharpen" all 
events on a record, tending to make them impulses as closely as pos-
sible. But since no noise rejection is included in the filter design, 
none occurs , and in fact multiples are sharpened just as much as 
primaries. Another problem encountered with deconvolution, wavelet 
13 
broadening, has recently been reported." Wavelet broadening is the 
tendency of the earth to attenuate the higher frequencies in a signal 
to a greater degree than the low frequencies present. Thus, as shown 
in Figure 26, a signal which is a spike at record time zero would be 
broadened if received at two seconds, and broadened still more after 
four seconds. An inverse filter designed to deconvolve the wavelet 
received at two seconds into an impulse certainly could not do the same 
for the wavelet at time four seconds. The reference cited proposed a 
time-varying deconvolution filter, one which changed its assumed wavelet 
shape at discrete times , thus continually sharpening all received wave-




Figure 26= Wavelet Broadening; a Seismic Wavele" 
(a) At Excitation 
(b) Two Seconds After Excitation 





Though the two suboptimum filters mentioned above have inherent 
problems, and though neither affords any protection from multiple 
reflections, there are also a number of fundamental problems associated 
with those methods which have been called "optimum" up to now. The 
first of these is the determination of the signal and noise power 
spectra or autocorrelation functions. In optimum linear filtering 
problems, the final expression for the impulse response function or 
transfer function characteristic is always in terms of these statis-
tical characteristics; generally they are difficult, if not impossible, 
to obtain. Further, since primaries and multiples have approximately 
the same frequency content, it is difficult to see how an optimum one-
dimensional filter could afford any separation between them. The same 
could be said of any multidimensional optimum filters of the usual 
variety, since primaries and multiples occupy the same regions of co-k 
space. 
Besides the fact that correlation functions are difficult to 
obtain, it can also be shown that two basic assumptions which are 
nearly always made in optimum processing techniques cannot be justified 
in the seismic reflection problem. The first of these is the assumption 
that noise and desired signal and uncorrelated. It is obvious that dis-
turbances generated by the same source and received at a common point 
must be correlated to some degree; since multiples and primaries travel 
much the same path, there should be a very strong correlation between 
them, and a lesser correlation between primaries and other source-
generated noise. In the derivation of the optimum linear filters it is 
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not required that signal and noise be uncorrelated; but if this is not 
assumed than one must specify the crosscorrelation function R (t ,t Q), 
oil J_ z. 
and this is usually even harder than giving the autocorrelation func-
23 
tions. Indeed, in the paper dealing with ghost elimination the 
authors admit that the assumption is not valid, but declare that it 
must be used in order to get the desired filter. 
A second assumption which is generally made is that signal and 
noise are sample functions taken from wide-sense (weakly) stationary 
random processes. Again it is not necessary that one assume this, but 
otherwise one must again know all correlation functions, which now are 
of the form R(t ,t ) rather than R(t -t ) * R(T). Specification of 
correlation functions of this form is a formidable task. It will now 
be shown that this assumption is inconsistent with reality in the 
seismic problem. 
If a function is a sample function from a wide-sense stationary 
random process, its basic character is invariant with respect to time; 
i.e., its approximate mean, variance, frequency content, etc., are 
independent of the location of the time origin. It has already been 
pointed out in the discussion on wavelet broadening that the earth 
acts as a low-pass filter, and that the longer a wavelet travels 
through the earth, the lower is its frequency content. Thus the wave-
lets generated are nonstationary in this sense. In addition to wavelet 
broadening, the strength of the received signal and multiple noise fades 
greatly with increasing record time due to attenuation and spherical 
divergence. It is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for sta-
tionarity of any sense that 
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E{s(t1)s"(t2)} = V W 
= VW 
E{s(t1)s*(t2)} = R S(T) (5-1) 
where £(•) means "expected value of," and denotes the complex conju-
gate. This means that the autocorrelation function of a stationary 
random process is a function only of the time difference, T, and not of 
the actual times t and t0. Letting x equal zero, this means the vari-
ance of the signal is a constant with time. If the signal s(t) experi-
ences fading, though, its variance will not be constant and one might 
justly conclude the signal is constationary. Application of a time-
varying gain can restore this signal, but will cause the constant 
ambient noise to become stronger with time, causing this noise process 
:o be noil stationary. 
As a final example of the nonstationarity of The signal and 
noise processes, consider the two-dimensional signals which the array 
ietects, s(t;x)» As has been stated several times before, the apparerv 
lorizontal velocity of the received primaries (and multiples) is low a 
first, -iien monctonicaily increases through the record. The fact that 
:his two-dimensional characteristic of the signal varies with time is 
i heuristic proof of two-dimensional nonstationarity. For a more 
satisfying illustration, though, consider the following situation. A 
plane wave is incident on an array which, lies on the x-axis. The 
signal received by the array can be written as 
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j(cot-k x) 
s ( t ;x ) = Ae 
where A is a complex constant. The two-dimensional requirement cor-
responding to (5-1) is that 
E{s( t 1 ;x 1)s"( t 2 ;x 2 )} = R j t - ^ t ^ x ^ x ^ 
= V V W V 
E{s(t1 ;x1)s '
i( t2 ;x2)} = Rs(x;x) (5-2) 
Examining the plane wave signal received by the array, one has 
j (wt ~k x ) A - j (wt -k x ) 
t? (+. +• . v v 1 - P / T A * -
L i r A ^ x z n i 
" \ - i ^ 2 ' i» o ~ - - ' - - T o -iLfl e J - r 
ja)(t - t . ) -jk_(xn-x0) 
le • e = lAl
2 . p/P !
 2 . P
 x ! 2 ! 
= WVW 
a id "hr received signal Is stationary. Suppose, however, that the 
angle at which the pl^ne wa e is incident on the array changes as a 
function of time. Then the wavenuniber k is no longer a constant s but 
a function of time, k n ( t ) . Checking now for s ta t ionar i ty , 
j.(wt,-k (t )x ) ., -j(u)t -k (t )x ) 
W W V = E{[Ae X X ^ -1 ][A e ]} 
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j«(trt2) -Jtt^t^x -k (t )x ) 
= |A| E{e • e } 
It is obvious that in general one can never put this last term in the 
desired form.of (5-2). Since this is a necessary condition for sta-
ticnarity.; one concludes that the signal examined is two-dimensionally 
nonstationary. Though the signal used for illustration was a plane 
wave, it is clear that the changing angle of incidence would cause a 
similar result if something other than a plane wave were considered. 
Common-Depth-Point Stacking 
Though it has been shown that the assumptions which one generally 
makes in optimum filtering and processing are not justified, their users 
appear to be quite satisfied with the results which they obtain. 
Nevertheless, the fact remains that stacking techniques are currently 
the only means available for reducing multiple reflections . It is 
interesting that of the methods discussed here, CDP stacking is both 
the most intuitive approach to the seismic problem and also the most 
effective. It is also interesting that stacking is the only method 
mentioned which adapts itself to the oharaoteristios of the signal 
vvessnt at each instant of timet* This, of course, is accomplished by 
""7-viprit-!ng the """snor—s for rr~TTscut m accordance with the curre1" 
velocity estimate. 
But even though stacking can effectively be used to reduce 
multiples, one would prefer a technique which not only added primaries 
in such a way that they reinforced one another, but which also weighted 
multiples in such a way that they interfered destructively with one 
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19 
another. The research by Galbraith and Wiggins on multichannel 
stacking filters is an attempt at this, as is the earlier work by 
24 
Schneider. In each case the data are filtered before stacking m 
order to produce the destructive interference described, Unfortunatelys 
both processing schemes require some knowledge of the location or 
probable moveout of the multiples which Eire to be eliminated. If such 
information is available and accurate, each technique seems to do the 
j ob effi ciently. 
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CHAPTER VI 
A NEW PROCESSING METHOD 
The method proposed in t h i s t h e s i s i s an at tempt t o reduce mul-
t i p l e s in a manner d i f f e r e n t from any of those desc r ibed . There are 
s e v e r a l d i s t i n c t l y a t t r a c t i v e f e a t u r e s about i t o F i r s t , i t i s a f i l t e r -
ing o p e r a t i o n , t o be d i s t i n g u i s h e d from the sh i f t -and-sum opera t ion of 
normal s t a c k i n g . As such, i t i s capable of g r e a t e r s e p a r a t i o n of mul-
t i p l e s and p r i m a r i e s . F u r t h e r , i t r e q u i r e s no a p r i o r i knowledge of 
the l oca t i ons or moveout of mul t ip l e s which might be p r e s e n t , only the 
v e l o c i t y es t imate r equ i r ed for ord inary s t a c k i n g . Thi rd , l i k e s t a ck ing 
i t se l f . , the method i s i n t u i t i v e l y p l e a s i n g ; one ' s " f e e l " fo r what i s 
happening Is not obscured by unwarranted assumptions or mathematical 
complexi ty. And, f i n a l l y , the f i l t e r i n g t akes p lace on a p rocess ing 
"level where CDP s t ack ing i s not u sua l l y performed; hence the method i s 
s u i t a b l e fo r use in conjunct ion with s t a c k i n g , as a form of p r e -
process ing aga ins t m u l t i p l e s . 
The proposed new f i l t e r i n g technique i s a t ime-vary ing ve loc i t y 
f i l t e r . I t s purpose i s to process the t r a c e s i n such a way t h a t r.ul 
t i p l e r e f l e c t i o n s are con t i nua l l y r e j e c t e d while a l l primary r e f l e c t i o n 
are r e t a i n e d . The mot ivat ion fo r i t i s somewhat l i k e t h a t used e a r l i e r 
in exp la in ing common- depth --point s t a c k i n g . Consider the f i gu re s usea 
in t h a t d i s c u s s i o n , Figures 23 and 24, Since the i n t e r v a l v e l o c i t y , 
and hence the average v e l o c i t y , gene ra l ly i nc rea se with dep th , the 
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moveout per trace exhibited by a primary is usually less than that show.. 
by a multiple which arrives at about the same time., For the example of 
Figure 23, the difference in moveouts is shown in Figure 24. It is 
this moveout difference which allows one to enhance primaries in the 
CDP stacking procedure. But the difference in moveout of primaries 
and multiples also means that their apparent horizontal velocities are 
different, and that that of a primary should be greater than that of 
a multiple present at about the same time, since the moveout per trace 
is less for the primary. Consequently, a velocity filter whose impulse 
response changes appropriately with time should be able to continually 
separate primary events from multiples. The variation should be such 
that the filter's cutoff velocity is always equal to or slightly less 
than the estimated apparent horizontal velocity of the primary reflec-
tions present. Observe that no actual information about the nature of 
the multiples is required, only the same velocity estimate which is 
used in CDP stacking. 
It should be explained that the method can be used in conjunc-
tion with common-depth-point stacking, since from the above discussion 
one is inclined to think that both techniques require the same data 
as an input. The data on which the time-varying velocity filter is 
used is recorded in the following manner. An array of geophone groups 
Is arranged at a spacing of 300 feet between their centers, Wavelets 
are then excited, probably by a vibrator unit, at a distance which 
starts at several hundred feet from the array and is increased by 
perhaps 15 feet each time a sweep is completed * The output of each 
geophone group is recorded for each sweep of the vibrator, and it is 
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t h i s da ta on which the t ime-vary ing v e l o c i t y f i l t e r o p e r a t e s . Ordi -
n a r i l y , a s i n g l e geophone group w i l l record 20 sweeps, then simply sum 
these t o produce a s i n g l e output t race , , us ing the philosophy t h a t some 
random noise w i l l be cance l l ed in the p r o c e s s . Thus, i f one has 24 
groups and 20 sweeps are made, 480 t r a c e s a re i n i t i a l l y recorded . Cur-
r e n t l y these are summed i n the f i e l d , so t h a t 24 records would r e t u r n 
t o the l a b ; under the proposed method, 480 records would go t o the lab 
for p r o c e s s i n g . This i s a drawback to the t ime-vary ing v e l o c i t y f i l t e r 
approach, but one which i s su re ly o f f s e t i f the mul t ip l e c a n c e l l a t i o n 
i s e f f e c t i v e . 
The t r a c e s which are the r e s u l t of summation in the f i e l d , c a l l e d 
gathered t r a c e s , are what i s genera l ly used as the input to the s t a ck ing 
procedure (perhaps a f t e r sharpening with a deconvolut ion f i l t e r ) . With 
the new process ing method, the 20 t r a c e s which were formerly summed are 
now processed with the t ime-vary ing v e l o c i t y f i l t e r t o produce a s i n g l e 
output t r a c e . This t r a c e i s now ready to be used in the CDP p rocedure . 
but i s presumably more f ree from m u l t i p l e s than the ga thered t r a c e . 
Thus t ime-vary ing v e l o c i t y f i l t e r i n g w i l l not r ep l ace common-depth-
poin t s t a c k i n g , but r a t h e r w i l l complement t h a t p r o c e s s , 
Two p r i n c i p a l problems immediately become apparen t . F i r s t , 
exac t ly how does one c rea t e a t ime-vary ing l i n e a r f i l t e r ? Tnough 
much i s w r i t t e n where the impulse response func t ion i s l e f t i n the 
form h ( t , t ) , very l i t t l e i s a c t u a l l y s a id about the sub j ec t of how 
one chooses such a f u n c t i o n , whether or not i t has a meaningful transfe-. 
func t ion (Four ie r t r a n s f o r m ) , and how such a system i s r e a l i z e d or 
implemented. After examining the l i t e r a t u r e , and in p a r t i c u l a r twc 
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e x c e l l e n t a r t i c l e s by Kal la th and Zadeh, i t was concluded t h a t the 
problem of phys i ca l r e a l i z a b i l i t y i s probably the main reason so l i t t l e 
has been done i n the area,. Since t h i s i s not a f a c t o r in the se ismic 
problem ( a l l f i l t e r s are non- rea l - t ime computer r e a l i z a t i o n s ) , the 
implementation of a t ime-vary ing f i l t e r produced no major d i f f i c u l t i e s 
o ther than adding another dimension t o the v e l o c i t y f i l t e r s used . In 
the s t a t i o n a r y c a s e , one uses func t ions of two v a r i a b l e s to descr ibe 
the f i l t e r , the impulse response f u n c t i o n , h ( r ; x ) , and the t r a n s f e r 
func t ion , H(co;k ) ; i n the t ime-vary ing case the impulse response func-
t i o n , h ( t , T ; X ) , and the t r a n s f e r f u n c t i o n , H(t,co;k ) , are func t ions of 
X 
time as well. The time variation of the filter is evidenced through 
the variable t, while the variables T and x as usual define the distance 
in time and space from the point of excitation. Thus, in Equation (4-1), 
the parameter p is a function of a third index which describes time 
variations, p(i), 
Another problem in the implementation of the time-varying 
velocity filter is the provision of a good velocity estimate. As is 
true in stacking techniques, the output of the rime-varying filter will 
only be as good as the velocity information on which its variations 
are based u Initially it was thought that a technique which employed, 
cross correlation of traces In various ways might be the best way to 
obtain the velocity estimate. Indeed, this avenue of attack had been 
exploited with reported success. However, the Atlantic Richfield 
Company uses another technique for sensing average velocity, and it was 
this method which was used in this work. Of course, the manner in which 
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the e s t ima te i s obtained i s immate r i a l , i t s accuracy be ing of prime 
concern. 
To unders tand how the A t l a n t i c Richf ie ld method works, cons ider 
Figure 27. I t has been shown i n Appendix A t h a t the a c t u a l time of 
a r r i v a l of a primary wavelet a t a r e c e i v e r l o c a t i o n a d i s t ance X from 
the sho tpo in t i s 
where T. i s the two-way v e r t i c a l t r a v e l t i m e , and V the average 0 av to 
velocity, to the point of reflection. The curves shown in Figure 27 
are those of T versus X for the labelled values of average velocity, 
V_ . The technique used to sense the velocity is what might be called 
a "power-window" method. One attempts to measure the power in a 
''window" about a given velocity. For instance, the dotted lines in the 
figure represent such a window about the average velocity V . The 
samples of each trace which fall within the window are summed, after 
appropriate time shifting, and the Integral of the square of the 
resultant function is a measure of the power in the velocity V . Once 
this is done for enough velocities, the two-way vertical time T, is 
i 
considered, and so on. At length one can make plots such as those seen 
In Figure 28. Each vertical plot on the lower figure shows the power 
in the various average velocity windows for a particular value of two-
way vertical record time, The upper figure is a plot of the maximum 
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Figure 27. The "Power-Window" Method of Velocity Analysis 
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for this particular velocity analysis were synthetic, and consisted 
only of primary and multiple reflections resulting from a six-layer 
synthetic earth profile. Locations of all the primaries and several of 
the multiples have been marked on the lower figure, where one observes 
that, at a given time, the average velocities of primaries are greater 
than those of multiples. 
In the presentation of Figure 28, the velocities plotted were 
normalized for each time; that is, each velocity curve was normalized 
relative to the maximum value on that particular curve. In Figure 29, 
the velocities were normalized relative to the maximum velocity on the 
entire record. Often one must consider both presentations as well as 
the maximum power curve in order to make an accurate assessment of the 
average velocity profile= 
From these figures one might ask why this information is not 
used as the final product, for isn't one primarily interested in a 
velocity profile such as that given? The first reason why this cannot 
be done is noise. When one analyzes data from the field, the velocity 
plots are not nearly so clean, and are thus much more difficult to 
interpret. But In some respects more important than this is the factei 
of time; velocity analyses such as these require a great deal of time 
to perform, ana could tnerefore never be used on the scale necessary tc 
give the proper mapping. 
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RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH 
Time-Invariant Velocity Filters 
Before considering the implementation of the time-varying 
velocity filter, a thorough knowledge of all aspects of time-invariant 
velocity filtering was necessary, since the time variations require the 
filter to assume a variety of transfer functions. With the aid of the 
Atlantic Richfield Company's three-dimensional plotting routine, these 
filters were studied with respect to variations in a number of param-
eters , namely the length of truncation, the use of windows for trunca-
tion, and the narrowing of the "pie-slice" characteristic in oo-k space. 
The results of variations in each of these will now be discussed. 
In considering the effect of changing the lengths at which impulse 
responses are truncated, the sample spacing in time and distance remain 
fixed from one example to the next; thus the length of truncation is 
equivalent to the number of time- and space-sample point operators used. 
Before considering specific examples, recall that truncation Is simply 
the multiplication of the function by a gate. In the following dis-
cussion, the gate used Is a rectangular gate, extending from -NT to NT 
in time and from -MX to MX in space. T is the distance between time 
samples and X the distance between space samples; there are (2N+1) 
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time-sample point operators and 2M space-sample point operators. Then 
the truncated impulse response function is 
ht(nT;mX) = h(nT;mX) • gNT MX(nT;mX) 
and i t s F o u r i e r t r a n s f o r m i s 
H (to;k ) = H(w;k ) (*) [Sinc(NcoT) • Sinc(Mk X)] 
t X X ^ X 
since, as previously stated, multiplication of two functions is equiva-
lent to convolution of their Fourier transforms. The function Sine (•) 
is the sine cardinal function. This convolution of the desired transfer 
function H(w;k ) with the two-dimensional sine cardinal is what causes 
x 
H (oo;k ) to deviate from the ideal. As N and M become very large, the 
L X 
sine cardinal becomes impulsive in nature, since 
^0 k0 dk 
lim / f Sinc(Nu)T)Sinc(Mk X) — — - = 1 
n/r *T i X TT TT 
M,N-x» -co -k 
Thus H (co;k ) approaches H(to;k ) as N and M become very large; but for 
T. X X 
finite N and M there will not be a well-defined cutoff velocity nor a 
reject region in oo-k space where the response is zero. 
Two sets of examples illustrate the effect described above. In 
each set, 25 time-sample point operators were used. It was found that 
The difference is due to there being no spatial operators alon^ 
the x = 0 axis, a te  taken o avoid singularities in the imp lse 
response function at the t - x origin. 
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this number could be increased as much as desired, but that for the 
filters used here, the coefficients beyond this point were small enough 
that including them had little effect on the transfer function. How-
ever, increasing the number of space-sample point operators beyond a 
given amount is not permissible for two reasons. ELrst, since the data 
filtered are not from a common depth point, using too many traces tends 
to "smear" the detailed structure of a layer. And second, because the 
wavelets propagate on a spherical front and therefore have no single 
apparent horizontal velocity, discrimination en the basis of a differ-
ence in apparent horizontal velocities becomes less effective as the 
number of traces filtered increases. Ultimately, therefore, one must 
decide on a number which is a compromise between the considerations 
just stated and a desire to best duplicate the ideal filter transfer 
function. 
The first pair of examples are shown in Figures 30 and 31. 
Figure 30 is the transfer function of a non-ideal velocity filter trun-
cated at M = 8 (number of spatial opera-ors) and N = 25; the point of 
observation is above the third quadrant in oi-k space, and the part of 
the transfer function being viewed is just that shown in the first 
quadrant of Figure 16. The coefficient p, which gives the degree of 
closure of the transfer function and which is defined by 





Figure 30. Transfer Function of Velocity Filter; 25 Temporal Operators, 
Eight Spatial Operators, Rectangular Gate, p = 1.0 
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Figure 31. Transfer Function of Velocity Filter; 25 Temporal Operators, 
20 Spatial Operators, Rectangular Truncation Window, p = 1.0 
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is 1.0 in this case. Figure 31 is identical except that 20 spatial 
operators were used in this case. A number of observations can be made 
on comparing the two. First, there is no sharp cutoff velocity for the 
filter which uses 8 operators; in contrast, the 20-operator filter has 
a fairly well-defined dropoff along the 45° line. Second, the "side-
lobes" which appear in the reject region of the 8-operator filter are 
at least 18 db below the amplitude of the pass region; in the filter 
with 20 spatial operators, these are a minimum of 25 db down. Finally, 
the amplitude of the response near the origin in the pass region, which 
should be identical to the response anywhere else in the pass region, 
is a good deal lower than it should be. For the 8-operator filter the 
near-origin response is down as much as 20 db below other parts of the 
pass region; for the filter with 20 operators, the difference is greater 
than 10 db. 
Figures 32, 33, and 34 further illustrate the effect of increas-
ing the number of spatial filter operators. In each figure, the param-
eter p is 0.25, and 25 temporal filter operators are used. In Figure 
32, 20 spatial operators are used, in Figure 33, 30 are used, and in 
Figure 34, 40 are used. Though more operators do make a visible dif-
ference, the improvement is not outstanding. This, coupled with the 
reasons mentioned for keeping the number of filters low, led to the 
decision that in most instances, 20 spatial operators would be a good 
compromise. Experience has proved this to be true. 
The subject of truncation windows (gates) was one which received 
considerable attention. It was felt that convolving the ideal transfer 
function with something other than a two-dimensional sine cardinal 
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Figure 32. Transfer Function of Velocity Filter; 25 Temporal Operators, 
20 Spatial Operators, Rectangular Gate, p = 0.25 
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Figure 33. Transfer Function of Velocity Filter; 25 Temporal Operators, 
30 Spatial Operators, Rectangular Gate, p = 0.25 
38 
Figure 34. Transfer Function of Velocity Filter; 25 Temporal 
Operators, 40 Spatial Operators , Rectangular Gate, p =0.25 
might r e s u l t in a t r a n s f e r funct ion b e t t e r s u i t e d t o the p a r t i c u l a r 
problem a t hand. In one case t h i s proved t r u e , though not in the 
manner one might expec t , 
2i 
The f i r s t window examined was a two-dimensional Hanning window, 
which i s given by 
w h ( t ; x ) = - • 1 + cos - -
m 
_ TTX 




t < T , x < X 
1 m ' ' m 
29 . . 
Bruce examines this and other windows m great detail. The Fourier 
transform of this gate is like the sine cardinal in that it has a 
large lobe at the origin in oo-k space and sidelobes in areas away from 
the origin. However, there are two important differences in these two 
convolving functions. First, the principal lobe of the sine cardinal 
falls to zero in half the distance required by the Hanning window 
transform. Second, the sidelobes of the Hanning window transform are 
at least 20 db below those of the sine cardinal. From these two facts 
one can predict that if the truncation is performed by a Hanning gate, 
the sidelobe structure in the reject region should be improved over 
that of Figure 31. This is indeed the case, as evidenced by Figure 35, 
a velocity filter of 25 temporal and 20 spatial operators which is 
truncated by a Hanning gate. The "floor" introduced is 58 db below the 
level of the passband, a significant improvement from the 25 db obtained 
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Figure 35. Transfer Function of Velocity Filter; 25 Temporal 
Operators, 20 Spatial Operators, Hanning Truncation 
Window, p = 1.0 
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using a rectangular truncation window. A significant drawback to the 
use of the Hanning window is also evident from a comparison of the two 
figures: the cutoff along the 45° line is much sharper with a rec-
tangular truncation than with a Hanning truncation. An even better 
indication of these properties can be seen in Figures 36, 37, and 38, 
which show the ideal transfer function, that obtained with a rectangular 
gate, and that obtained with a Hanning gate, respectively. Again the 
Hanning truncation exhibits low sidelobe structure at the expense of 
sharpness in cutoff. In situations in which the separation between 
signal and noise is considerable, a filter using a Hanning window for 
truncation would obviously be more desirable. Such a situation might 
be one in which the low-velocity ground roll is extremely strong, so 
strong that the elimination characteristics of Figure 37 would not be 
enough. The cutoff characteristics of Figure 38 would cause no prob-
lems here, since the apparent horizontal velocities of all primaries 
would be very much greater than that of ground roll. However, when 
trying to separate primaries from multiples, the sharpness of cutoff 
is of prime concern. At a given time the difference in the apparent 
horizontal velocities of the two may be relatively small, so much so 
that one often is faced not with the problem of how muoh rejection can 
be had, but rather with whether any rejection of multiples can be 
effected. Since the primary purpose of the time-varying velocity filter 
is to reject multiples, the use of a Hanning or other window which 
smoothed sidelobe structure was deemed not usually desirable. 
One familiar with the use of smoothing windows in antenna pattern 
synthesis might inquire, "Why not increase the size of the receiver 
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Figure 36. Ideal Transfer Function of Velocity Filter; p =0.5 
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Figure 37. Transfer Function of Velocity Filter; 25 Temporal 
Operators, 20 Spatial Operators, Rectangular 
Truncation Gate, p = 0.5 
o>k 
Figure 38. Transfer Function of Velocity Filter; 25 Temporal 
Operators, 20 Spatial Operators, Hanning Truncation 
Window, p = 0.5 
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aperture until the desired sharpness of cutoff is obtained?" In this 
case, increasing the number of operators by 50 to 100 per cent should 
produce cutoff characteristics when using the Hanning window which are 
equivalent to those obtained by rectangular truncation. However, as 
was just discussed, this demands an increase in the number of spatial 
operators from 20 to 30 or 40, and this is generally undesirable for 
the reasons stated above„ 
When comparing the characteristics produced by truncating the 
impulse response with rectangular and Hanning gates, one might wonder 
if the apparent compromise between sidelobe structure and sharpness of 
cutoff might be exploited farther,, That is, can one desive some sort 
of "inverse" window which will sharpen the descent of the amplitude 
response at cutoff, at the expense of increasing the heights of the 
sidelobes? The answer is Yes, by applying a window function, the 
amplitude of which increases as one approaches the truncation points. 
CM x 
The function e ' ' might be such a window. The window which was used 
here, though, was simply a spatial window formed by normalizing the 
maximum value of each of the 20 individual filters in the impulse 
response function of the velocity filter to the same value. By 
''individual filter" it is meant one of the 25-point arrays which is 
convolved with an input trace. The resulting transfer function 
characteristics are displayed first in Figure 40. Although the three-
dimensional plots are helpful, in this case a more quantitative plot 
is required; hence the amplitude response of the filter along a line 
through the cutoff is shown.. The responses shown are those resulting 
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Figure 39. Portion of Velocity Filter Transfer 
Function Shown in Figure 40 
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Distance Along Cut 
Figure M-0. Transfer Functions of Velocity Filters 
Truncated by Hanning, Rectangular, and 
Inverse Gates; p = 0.1 
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of 0.1. The line through the cutoff is shown as a dotted line in 
Figure 39. First note that the cutoff properties of the Hanning window 
are unquestionably bad. Then one observes that the sidelobe structure 
of the inverse-window filter is worse than that of the rectangular-
window filter. But in the area around cutoff, the inverse-window filter 
has a more desirable falloff characteristic than does the rectangular-
window filter. In applying time-variations to the velocity filter, the 
locations of expected primaries are by design always just inside the 
cutoff, and multiples usually fall just outside there. Consequently, 
in discrimination between primaries and multiples, this filter may 
prove to be of more value in some cases than that formed using a rec-
tangular window for truncation. The question of whether or not such a 
gate function is required is dependent on the particular data with which 
one is working. 
The behavior of the actual transfer functions as the pie-slice 
shape becomes narrower, i.e., as the coefficient p becomes small, is 
crucial in some cases. Though in many instances the time variations 
are such that the transfer function wedge is not required to become 
very narrow, there are instances where a narrov; shape is reached almost 
immediately. Hence a knowledge of the effect of narrowing the beam, is 
essential if one is to judge when the filtering will be effective. 
Figure 32 and Figures 41, 42, and 43 show what happens when this is 
done. Figure 32 is the result of rectangular truncation, 20 spatial 
operators, and p = 0.25; Figure 41 is the same for p = 0.175; and 
Figure 42 is the same when p = 0.10. The fact that the transfer 
function of Figure 42 bears little resemblance to the ideal 
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Figure 4 1 . Transfer Function of Veloci ty F i l t e r ; 25 Temporal 
Opera tors , 20 S p a t i a l Ope ra to r s , Rectangular 
Gate, p = 0.175 
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Figure 42. Transfer Function of Velocity Filter, 25 Temporal 
Operators, 20 Spatial Operators, Rectangular 
Window, p = 0.10 
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Figure !+3 . Transfer Function of Velocity Filter, 25 Temporal 
Operators, 20 Spatial Operators, Hanning Window, 
p = 0.10 
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characteristic results from the fact that the dimensions of the ideal 
filter are now smaller than those of the convolving function; therefore 
the dimensions of the result of convolution will be no less than the 
dimensions of the main lobe of the convolving function. This is also 
apparent from Figure 43, which is the transfer function of a 20-operator 
filter, truncated with a Hanning window, for which p = 0.1. The pass 
region of this filter is considerably broader than that of Figure 42, 
since the main lobe of the Fourier transform of the Hanning window is 
twice as wide as the principal lobe of the sine cardinal. This is 
another reason why the Hanning window is not suitable for use in the 
time-varying filter. 
Data Processed 
Both synthetic data and actual field data were used in the 
evaluation of the time-varying velocity filter as an instrument for 
eliminating multiple reflections. It was decided that the use of a 
typical synthetic example would be valuable for two reasons. First, 
in examining synthetic data one knows which events are primaries and 
which are multiples; in contrast, when looking at data recorded in the 
field, one can never be absolutely sure if a given event is a primary 
cr a multiple reflection. In addition, since the data generated 
consist only of primaries and multiples, with no other noise of any . 
Kind, one can observe exactly how much the multiple events are attenu-
ated by the process. A second reason for looking at a synthetic 
example is that the velocity log (profile) assumed is probably more 
typical of the structure of most parts of the world than is the 
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velocity profile of the area from which the field data used in this 
thesis were obtained. Unfortunately, since the traces recorded in the 
field at spacings of 15 feet are ordinarily summed before they are 
brought in, there is very little data recorded at this spacing which 
is available for processing. Nevertheless the Atlantic Richfield 
Company did have one set of data which was recorded at this spacing 
in an area of West Texas. However, this part of Texas is what might 
be called a high-velocity area, since much of the subsurface is composed 
of layers with extremely high interval velocities. Consequently, the 
synthetic example used gives an indication of how the technique works 
under more "normal" conditions. 
Synthetic Data 
This example used here is shown in Figure 44. It was suggested 
by Dr. C. Floyd George, head of the Seismic Analysis Research Group of 
the Atlantic Richfield Company's Research and Development Laboratory. 
Since there are six subsurface interfaces, there will be six primary 
reflections which are to be received. The time of arrival of a primary 
at a particular receiver point is given by the familiar equation 
W f X l2 
T = T + — — 
V o v 
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Figure M4. Velocity Profile Used to Generate Synthetic Seismogram, 
Showing Reflection Coefficients at Interfaces 
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where T i s t he two-way v e r t i c a l t r a v e l t i m e , Z i s the depth of the 
l a y e r , X i s the s h o t p o i n t - r e c e i v e r d i s t a n c e , and V i s the average 
v e l o c i t y t o the l a y e r . 
S ince , in even the s imples t l aye r ing problem, t he re are an 
i n f i n i t e number of mu l t i p l e r e f l e c t i o n s which can be e x c i t e d , some 
l i m i t a t i o n on the genera t ion of these was necessary . Thus, only t h r e e -
bounce surface mu l t i p l e s were included,. These are mul t ip le r e f l e c t i o n s 
which have been r e f l e c t e d t h r ee t i m e s , the second r e f l e c t i o n being from 
the su r f ace . Assuming the surface r e f l e c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t i s u n i t y , a 
t h r e e - b o u n c e s u r f a c e m u l t i p l e i s d i m i n i s h e d on ly by t h e p r o d u c t of 
the r e f l e c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s of the two r e f l e c t i n g l aye r s g iv ing r i s e t o 
the m u l t i p l e ; a l l o ther p o s s i b l e mu l t ip l e s are prefaced by the product 
of a t l e a s t t h r ee r e f l e c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s , and should t he re fo re u s u a l l y 
be smal le r than the three-bounce surface m u l t i p l e s . Since t h e r e are 
s i x r e f l e c t i n g l a y e r s , t h e r e are 36 ways a three-bounce sur face mu l t i p l e 
can be e x c i t e d . The moveout of a pa r t i cu l c i r mul t ip le i s shown in 
Appendix A t o be 
(T . + T .) 1 + oi oj J 
X 
2 ( Z . + Z . ) 
_ i D_ 
where T . i s the two-way v e r t i c a l t r a v e l time t o the i t h l a y e r , Z, i s 
o i i 
the depth to the i t h l a y e r , and X i s the s h o t - p o i n t - r e c e i v e r d i s t a n c e . 
No p rov i s ion i s made in the example for the e f f e c t s on the 
wavelet amplitudes of s p h e r i c a l divergence and a t t e n u a t i o n in the ea r t h 
The ampli tudes of the primary and mu l t i p l e events are dependent so l e ly 
on the r e f l e c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s by which they are m u l t i p l i e d . The 
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waveform representing each event is the same, that of Ricker wavelet, 
which is defined by 
r(t) = "j • (vl" 7i-f t 2 - 0.5) • exp[- /£" Trf t2] 
The parameter f is the peak frequency, that is, the frequency at which 
the Fourier transform of the wavelet has its peak. This frequency was 
chosen to be 45 Hertz for the example at hand. 
Figure 45 shows all the primary events and most of the multiple 
events received at points 300 feet apart at distances of 5100 to 8400 
feet from the shotpoint. Since the 240 traces used for processing were 
spaced at 15 feet, those shown in Figure 45 represent every 20th one of 
the 240. Because the vibrations of the earth are only recorded for 
about four seconds, a few of the very late-arriving multiples are not 
shown. Primary events on the record are those marked with a P, multiples 
are those marked with an M. 
Figure 46 illustrates what happens when a time-varying velocity 
filter is applied to the synthetic traces. The real evidence of how 
well the method works is seen from the events which occur on the trace 
at 4800 feet between 1.80 seconds and 3.00 seconds. In this range fall 
two primary events, at times 2.01 seconds and 2.19 seconds,whose ampli-
tudes on the unfiltered traces are about the same as those of multiples 
present in that interval. On the traces which have been filtered by the 
time-varying velocity filter, however, these two events stand out as the 
two strongest reflections in the interval, especially on the upper 
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Figure 45. Synthetic Seismogram Generated by Velocity Profile of Figure 44 
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traces. After 3.00 seconds, measured on the trace at 4800 feet, the 
multiples which are received have as high an apparent horizontal 
velocity as the last primary received, consequently they fall within 
the passband of the time-varying velocity filter and are amplified 
like a primary. They occur so late in the record, though, that a 
crafty geophysicist would, probably ignore them. 
Figure 47 shows 12 output traces which have been processed by a 
time-varying velocity filter which uses a Hanning truncation window. 
In the same time interval considered previously, the primaries occurring 
at 2.01 seconds and 2.19 seconds on the lowest trace show some gain over 
the multiples in the interval. However, the improvement here is not as 
great as before, and the primary at 2.19 seconds is actually smaller 
than the multiple at 2.71 seconds. This substantiates the prediction 
that, in most instances, the use of Hanning window for truncation of 
the time-varying velocity filter is undesirable. 
Seismic Field Data 
Since it is not common practice to record the data at 15-foot 
spacings and return it to the laboratory in that state, only one set 
of such data was available with which to test the time-varying velocity 
filter. The data were recorded in an area of West Texas where the sub-
surface is usually composed of materials which propagate acoustic wave: 
at very high velocities. It is also known that generally the subsurface 
structure of the region is such that two major primary reflections will 
ordinarily be received—the first off an interface known as the Delaware 
Line, and the second from the layer known as the Devonian. Knowing a 
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Figure 47. Result of Time-Varying Velocity Filtration of Synthetic 
Example of Figure 44, Using Hanning Truncation Window 
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little about the usual features of the area is almost imperative, no 
matter how the data are processed. 
Figure 48 is a variable density presentation of the particular 
set of traces used. There were 23 groups of geophones, the centers of 
which were about 300 feet apart. The vibrators were moved 15 feet at 
a time, hence there are 460 traces spaced at 15 feet. One can immedi-
ately see that the 20 traces recorded by the 6th closest group to the 
source are faulty, and that the first 5 groups appear to have recorded 
less usable information than those farther out. It can also be seen 
that ground roll is not an overpowering factor1 here, since events of 
some sort can clearly be seen on the record. 
The data shown in Figure 48 were processed by simply gathering 
tne traces, by time-invariant velocity filtering, and by time-variant 
velocity filtering. Before showing the results of these, obtaining 
the velocity estimate required by the time-varying processor is con-
sidered. Tne Atlantic Richfield Company's velocity analysis program 
was first run on every 20th trace of the 460, then on 23 traces obtained 
by processing the 460 with a time-invariant velocity filter. The latter 
proved to be the more rewarding analysis; the velocity analysis plots 
are shewn in Figure 49 where the individual plots have been normalized 
relative xo The maximum value on the entire chart. Three parts cr the 
plot which are marked with dotted lines were used for the interpreta-
tion. The first dotted line, through the three small peaks around 0.63 
seconds, is what was presumed to be evidence of the Delaware Line 
reflection. One indication of this is the fact that it is a high-
velocity event which appears on three consecutive individual plots. 
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It is unlikely that the event could be a multiple , since it appears so 
early, and its average velocity of about 10,000 feet per second is 
probably higher than that of first breaks, which is probably responsible 
for the coherence at about 8000 feet per second early in the record. A 
second reason why this is chosen to be a valid reflection is that at 
slightly more than twice the time of occurrence of the first event one 
finds a similar event at the same average velocity. A three-bounce 
surface multiple which is reflected twice from the same interface will 
have the same average velocity as a primary from this interface, and 
after application of normal moveout corrections will occur at twice 
the two-way vertical travel time of the primary. Therefore the event 
which occurs at about 1.3 5 seconds was interpreted as a multiple of the 
earlier event. Finally, the dotted line through the coherence at about 
1.65 seconds shows what was assumed to be the reflection from the 
Devonian. Its high velocity, about 15,000 feet per second, was the main 
reason this was assumed, coupled with the fact that it appeared on 
several such analyses with a good deal of coherence. The velocity 
estimate with which the filter variations were determined was thus 
obtained, 
Figures 50, 51, and 52 illustrate the results of the various 
Kinds of processing. In Figure 50(a), the traces have been gathered 
in groups of 20 to produce 23 output traces spaced at 300 feet. This 
is what is ordinarily retained in the field and sent to the laboratory 
for processing. As can be seen, the background noise level is high, 
and there are many events present, i.e., events which might well be a 












Figure 50. Result of Processing the Traces of Figure 48 by (a) Gathering 
the Traces in Groups of 20 and (b) Time-Invariant Velocity Filtering in 







Figure 51. Result of Time-Invariant Velocity Filtering the Traces of 










Figure 52. Result of Time-Variant Velocity Filtering the Traces of 
Figure 48 Using (a) a Rectangular Window and (b) an Inverse Window. 
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traces might prove favorable in reducing the amount of background noise 
displayed, but it is doubtful if this would help in the separation of 
the coherent events on the record, 
The 23 traces of Figure 50(b) have been time-invariant velocity 
filtered, using 25 temporal and 20 spatial filter operators. Since the 
data were sampled every 15 feet in space and every four milliseconds in 
time, letting the coefficient p be unity results in a filter with a cut-
off velocity of 3750 feet per second, a figure which ordinarily will 
suffice for the intended purpose. The traces shown were processed with 
a filter which was truncated with a rectangular window, and whose coef-
ficient p was 0.75. Because the data obviously were of a high velocity 
nature, it was then decided to set p to 0.40 in order to see if any 
advantage was to be gained thereby, realizing that all primaries end 
.'.uitiples should have greater apparent horizontal velocities than the 
cutoff of 9375 feet per second this would produce. The result of This 
riitering is displayed in Figure 51; part (a) of the figure is the result 
of velocity filtering with a rectangular truncation gate, and part (b..) 
is the result when a Manning window is used for truncation. One 
'..Lserves that there is not a great deal of difference in the three 
vt-.iocity filtered outputs, thougn. each appears to be more intellxgii: ,. 
tnan cue display of the gathered traces. However, there are sxil 
several events remaining on each set of traces. 
Figure 52(a) shows 23 output traces which are the result cL 
filtering the data wirh a time-variant velocity filter. Truncation was 
performed using a rectangular gate which left an impulse response func-
tion with 20 spatial operators and 25 temporal operators. In this case, 
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any Improvement over the outputs of the time-Invariant velocity filters 
is not evident; the background noise, in fact, appears to be greater 
in Figure 52(a) than in Figure 50(b) or in either Figure 51(a) or (b). 
This is not unexpected. Due to the high velocity data, and to the fact 
that the data recorded at sampling rates of four milliseconds and 15 
feet, the pie-slice transfer function becomes very narrow almost immedi-
ately, and quickly reaches the stage where further change in the coeffi-
cient p produces little change in the actual transfer function obtained. 
Now recall that an inverse truncation window produced a transfer 
function with poorer sidelobe structure and sharper cutoff character-
istics than that which is the result of rectangular truncation. The 
inverse window described previously was applied to the time-varying 
velocity filter which was designed for this set of field data; the 
results of applying this filter to the data are shown in Figure 52(b). 
The 23 output traces are the cleanest of all those displayed here. 
And, most important, the events indicated by arrows stand out as the 
two strongest events on the record. One can still see remnants of 
filtered events, but these are not as strong as on the other output 
records. 
In order to get some comparison of how effectively the time-
varying processor worked, compare the traces of Figure 52(b) with the 
record sections of Figure 53. Those shown in the latter figure are 
the result of processing a large number of sections, such as those in 
Figure 48, which were taken from the same place in West Texas; the 
traces shown represent the final product which was turned over to a 
geophysicist for interpretation. The processing in this case consisted 
Figure 53. Result of Conventional Processing of Many Record Sections 




primarily of stacking the traces. Though the two sets of processed data 
cannot be compared directly, since they were processed in different 
ways, it is fairly obvious that much more than just a pair of well-
defined events is displayed on the traces of Figure 53. Even if more 
primary events than just two are actually present, it is doubtful if 
there are as many as shown in Figure 53. 
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CHAPTER V I I I 
SUMMARY 
The research reported here has been an attempt to improve the 
estimation of seismic primary reflections through the continuous elimi-
nation of multiple reflections. First, the basic seismic reflection 
process was examined in detail. Next, some of the theoretical aspects 
of seismic wave propagation and reception were considered. Processing 
methods currently used in the exploration industry were then discussed, 
and the flaws or disadvantages in these were brought out. Since the 
signal and noise processes were obviously nonstationary, a time-variant 
processor of some kind was needed to take advantage of the changing 
characteristics of the signals and noise. Once the two-dimensionally 
nonstationary nature of the problem was understood, the solution was 
obvious, and straightforward in application. A time-varying velocity 
filter was proposed in order to continually separate primaries from 
multiples on the basis of the difference in their apparent horizontal 
velocities. The proposed filter is unique in two ways. First, it is 
the only reported technique for filtering multiple reflections which 
requires no a priori information on the positions or moveouts of the 
multiples. Second, it Is the only known method for eliminating multi-
ples applied early enough that CDP stacking may be applied later. Fhis 
filter was implemented on the digital computer, and both synthetic and 
field data were processed by it. Results were favorable, and indicate 
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that the time-varying velocity filter is an effective pre-processing 
scheme to be used in conjunction with common-depth-point stacking. 
The results obtained in this research have demonstrated the 
feasibility of the approach. However, little effort was spent in 
optimization of the method. Future effort can be spent in trying to 
improve the characteristics of the filters being used to effect the 
separation of primaries and multiples. One area which deserves investi-
gation is that of sharpening cut-off characteristics using inverse 
truncation windows; only one such window was considered here. Another 
problem in velocity filtering is the dip in the amplitude response of 
the transfer function near the origin in w-k space; means of elimi-
nating this effect are currently being studied. The very fact that the 
method developed here was aimed solely at elimination of multiple 
reflections raises another question. Can one devise a time-varying 
processor with not only elimination of multiple reflections in mind, 
>ut with the purpose of simultaneously rejecting other types of noise 
in the best possible way? 
It is felt that two other aspects of seismic reflection pros-
pecting deserve as much, if not more, attention as improved filtering 
and processing methods. The first of these is the design of suit v > 
waveforms for transmission into the earth through vibrators. The 
"chirp" signal mentioned in Chapter II does a good job; there may be 
>ther signals which do considerably better. A second area in wb; h 
effort could profitably be spent is that of velocity estimation; in 
the communication theory literature it is not difficult to find methods 
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for estimating one or more randomly-varying signal parameters. 
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These techniques might profitably be brought to bear in the seismic 
reflection problem. 
Finally, there is a distinct possibility that the processing 
methods used in seismic studies may be applicable in other areas, and 
vice versa. For instance, consider a phased array antenna of N 
elements. Ordinarily its purpose is to focus a beam in a given direc-
tion, and to this end N complex weights are applied to the N sensors. 
The weighted signals are summed. In light of what has been discussed 
on two-dimensional filters, one can see that the phased array is 
actually such a filter, with N spatial operators and one temporal 
operator. In view of this it seems only natural that increasing the 
number of temporal operators can only improve the characteristics of 
the array processing. In addition, the use of narrowband signal wave-
forms and proper group spacing might allow the exploration geophysicist 
to use techniques developed in the theory of phased array antennas. It 
is felt that this cross-application of techniques might prove profitable 
to both parties. 
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APPENDIX A 
DERIVATION OE STRAIGHT-RAYPATH FORMULAS 
In t h i s a p p e n d i x a r e d e r i v e d a number of s i m p l e , u s e f u l f o r m u l a s 
which can be a p p l i e d when u s i n g t h e s t r a i g h t - r a y p a t h a p p r o x i m a t i o n . 
In t h e f o l l o w i n g , t h e e q u a t i o n s which a r e numbered a r e t h o s e j udged t o 
be most u s e f u l . C o n s i d e r F i g u r e 5 4 , which shows a p r i m a r y r e f l e c t i o n 
from a s u b s u r f a c e b o u n d a r y . The symbols u s e d i n t h e e q u a t i o n s which 
f o l l o w a r e now d e f i n e d . 
T = two-way v e r t i c a l t r a v e l t ime t o r e f l e c t i n g l a y e r . 
Z - d i s t a n c e t o r e f l e c t i n g l a y e r . 
V = a v e r a g e v e l o c i t y t o r e f l e c t i n g l a y e r . 
X = d i s t a n c e from s h o t p o i n t t o r e c e i v e r . 
T = t i m e of r e c e p t i o n of wave le t . , 
The d i s t a n c e t h e w a v e l e t of F i g u r e 54 t r a v e l s i s 
• • ' • ^ F 
= / (2Z)2 + X-2 
The t r a v e l time of a wavelet p ropaga t ing from the source t o the receive*1 
i s then 











f • v" 
T = IT- + xl 2 (A-l) 
This last is by virtue of the substitution 2Z = VT . Using this again, 
one has 






The two-way vertical travel time formulas used for moveout corrections 
are then 
To = M - (A-3) 
C ' \ [2zJ (ii-4; 
Turn now t o the problem of t r a v e l t imes of three-bounce sur face m u l t i -
p l e s , i l l u s t r a t e d in Figure 55. The s u b s c r i p t s 1 and 2 on the symbols 
X - > 












Ref lec t ing Layers 




modify the definitions of the first page to association with the first 
or second subsurface reflection. Since all the angles of incidence 




S o l v i n g t h i s f o r X y i e l d s 
S i m i l a r l y , 
2Z. 
2 Z 1 2 Z 2 
X l X ~ X 1 
xz. 
1 Z l + Z 2 
xz. 
X . = 
2 Z x • Z 2 
The time of a r r i v a l of a mu l t i p l e i s then 
T = T + T 
X. 
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S u b s t i t u t i n g for X and X , 
2 1 





+ IT 2 + ^ 02 2 
x z U 
V Z 2 
'T?. + 
f X T 01 
01 | 2 ( Z +Z ) 
T 2 + r_^ 
02 |2 (Z ,+Z „ ) 1 2 
( T 0 1 + T 0 2 ) / 1 + 2(ZX+Z2 ) 
(A-5) 
This is the desired result for multiples. 
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APPENDIX B 
DERIVATION OF IMPULSE RESPONSE OF VELOCITY FILTER 
Ideally, a velocity filter should have the transfer function 
shown in Figure 16, i.e., unity response in the hourglass-shaped area 
and zero response outside there. The impulse response function cor-
responding to this transfer function will now be derived. If the 
transfer function is called G(co;k), then 





where g(t;x) is the Fourier transform (impulse response) of G(co;k); 
Fourier transform pairs like these will be signified by 
;(t;x) /- \ G(co;k) 
X J""' 
Substituting for G(co;k) in (B-l), one has 
; ( t ; x ) = 
to I c o l . , s 
j (cot-kx) nidx 
/ / ; , 
-co 

















_J__ / sin M i e^t du (B-2) 
2TT x -co 
max 
In order to avoid singularities in the transfer function there is no 
sample point at the time-space origin. Rather, spatial samples are 
located at positions given by 
X = ( m - 0.5) • X • sgn(m) 
m ' ' 
where m is a non-zero integer and X is the distance between spatial 
samples. Since in the above Equation (B-2) x-dependence appears as an 
even function, the sgn(m) factor can be ignored. If one defines 
m = | m | --0.5 
then, upon substitution of the sample points t = nT and x = m X, T 
being the distance between sample points in time, one has 
/ *, 1 
;(n;m ) = — — £ -





m co X jnooT , 
- 1 e dco 
where the substitution co = TT/T has been made. Using v = X/pT, 
max 
TT/T 
( " \ 1 f • f i I rv \ 1 ncoT . 
g(n;m ) = —• .,. j s m l p m |co|T)e dco 
2TT m"x -TT/T 
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TT/T ;,; 
C / [cos(ncoT)s in(pm | co | T) + j sin(ncoT ) s i n ( p m jco|T)]dc 
-TT/T 
0 * 
-C / [cos(ncoT)s in(pm toT) + -j s in (ncoT)s in(pm coT)]dc 
U
 - TT /T 
.TT/T ,{ 
+C J [cos(ncoT)s in(p i r f coT) + j sin(ncoT )sin(pnTcoT )]dco (B-3) 
Consider the first term of the first integral of this last equation. 
If one sets to = -co, then 
0 .,. 
-C / cos(ncoT)sin(pm coT)dco = 
0 - * / T 
0 }t. 
-C / cos (no) T ) [ - s i n ( p n f co T)](-dco ) 
U
 -TT/T
 L ± L 
TT/T ft 
C / cos(noo T ) s i n ( p m co T)dco 
This is the same integral as the first term of the second integral 
Using the same substitution, the second terms in each integral of 
Equation (B-3) cancel one another. Then (B-3) becomes 
TT/T 
g(n;m ) = 2C j cos (ncoT ) s i n ( p m coT)dco 
0 
Using standard trigonometric substitutions, this becomes 
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* •7T/T * * 











0|_(n+pm*)T (n-pm *7f] 
+ c 
[ c o s ( n - p m " ) 
L (n-pm*):: 
- * )TT COS (n+pm!'; )TT 
( n + p m * ) T j 
%_ | -2pm* " | 
T 2 , Ax2 
[n -(pm«)J 
C. r; 
(n+pm* )cos (n-pm"' )TT - (n-pm" )cos (n+pm* )TT 
~~ 2 r *'^2 n - (pm") 
(B-4) 
Consider for the moment just the numerator of the second term of this 
equation. Calling it N, one can write 
N - (n+pm:V )[cos(n7T )cos (pm"Ti) + sin(n7T )sin(pm*Tr) ] 
- (n-pm" ) [ c o s (nir )cos(pm"7T) - s i r i (mr )sin(pm*7T)] 
S ince s in(nTi) = 0 and cos(nTT) - ( - 1 ) , t h i s becomes 
N = (n+pm*) • (-1) • cos(pm*ir) - (ti-pra*) • ( -1) • cos(pm 
= 2pm* • (-1) • cos(pm*Tr) 
Thus Equation (B-4-) becomes 
g(n;m*) = — " 2Pm5' 
(-1) cos(pm*Tr) - 1 
2 ( M 2 n - (pm") 
p (-1) cos(pm*_rr_) - 1 
TT2XT |_ n2 - (pin*)2 
This i s the des i r ed impulse response func t ion . Observe t h a t 
p = loO, i . e . , V = a) /k , then This reduces t o 
max max 
g(n;m*) 
2 , 2 2 
TT XT m* - TI 
s ince 
:os(m*n") - ±COS(TT/2) 
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